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Numerical approximations and a Fortran IV program are given 
for the calculation by an IBM 7090 computer of the complete and incom-
plete elliptic integrals of the third kind. In its present form results are 
limited to six decimal places, but the method is valid for all values of 
amplitude cp, modulus k and real values of the parameter a. 2 . For 
the purpose of completeness, adaptations of other programs for complete 
and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind are also pr e-
sented. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
k,k' 
y or cp 
F(cp, k), E(cp, k), 
II(cp,a. 2 ,k) 
K, E and II(a. 2, k) 
parameter in the elliptic integral of the third kind. 
modulus and complementary modulus, 0 ~ k 2 ~ 1 
and k' = Jl - k2 . 
argument of the elliptic integral 0 < y~ l, O<cp~~­
elliptic integrals of th e first, second and third kind 
respectively, where 
and y 
1 dt II(cp,a.2, k) = s 
0 1 - a.2 t2 V(l - t2 H 1 - k2 t2) 
complete elliptic integrals of the first, second and 
third kind respectively, where 
.. 1 1r 12 
K = K(k) = { d t = (' de 
jo J(l-t2)(1 -k2 t2 ) jo Jl-k2 sin2 e 
1 ,1r 12 
,....v 2 2 5 r----E = E(k) = \ 1 - k t d t = J 1- k 2 sin2 e de 
Jo I- t 2 o 
1 










approximation functions of complete elliptic integrals 
of the first and second kind. 
Jacobian Zeta Function. 
E Z(q> , k) = E(q>, k) - K F(q>, k) 
Heuman's Lambda Function. 
A (q>,k) = ~ {EF(q>,k') + K( E(q>,k')- F(q> , k')]} 
0 'IT 
l. Introduction 
There are tables of the elliptic integral of the third kind, [l] , [z] ':'; 
these tables are somewhat tedious to use because of the limited number 
~:~ :::;: 
of entries and range necessary in a three parameter tabulation. Either 
cross plotting or non-linear interpolation are necessary to obtain values 
of IT within the range of the tables and furthermore, values of the integral 
outside the range of the tables must be calculated from cumbersome 
addition formulae as well as interpolation. These methods are undesir-
able when very many values of these integrals are needed and completely 
impractical for adaptation to computer use. 
Our interest and need of evaluating these elliptic integrals arise 
1n a study of free-streamline potential flows. This problem requires 
the numerical integration of expressions involving II as well as evaluat-
ing all of the elliptic integrals many times. Since these calculations 
are performed on an IBM 7090 digital computer, it is necessary to have 
computer methods of evaluating these elliptic integrals as needed. 
Three subroutines have been written in Fortran IV language to ac-
complish this result: the complete elliptic integrals of the first and sec-
ond kind K and E; the incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and sec-
ond kind, F(cp, k) and E(cp, k); and most especially th e complete and in-
complete e lliptic integrals of the third kind, II(a. 2 , k) and I1(cp,a. 2 , k) 
':' The numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of the text. 
,;,,:, In Ref. [l] for example, - 1 <a. z < l and in Ref. [z] - l <a. z < 0. 
respectively. The first two of these programs closely follow methods 
outlined by others, Refs.[3] and[4] and are detailed in Appendices A 
and B respectively. 
The present programs are written in single precision arith-
metic since that accuracy is sufficient for our calculations. The accuracy 
of the program for K and E, which uses the approximate formulae 
given in Ref. [3] , would not be improved by converting to double pr eci-
sian arithmetic. The remaining subroutines use series representations 
and consequently their accuracy can be improved by carrying more signi-
ficant figures. All programs are, in their present form, accurate to six 
figures with the following exceptions: when k sin cp > 0. 9, E(cp, k) and 
F(cp,k) lose accuracy; when k 2 > 0.9 or la. 2 -ll< 0.1, II(cp,a. 2 ,k) and 
:::c 
II(a. 2 , k) lose accuracy. Four figure accuracy is guaranteed except 
k sin cp> 0 . 9999 or !1- a. sin cpj< 0. 0001. Whenever the accuracy is less 
than six figures, comments are printed and indicators are set to inform 
the user of this loss in accuracy. 
The flow chart and the Fortran IV program listings are in-
eluded in Appendix C. 
>:< This result is because the accuracy in computing (1- k sin cp), 
(l-a. 2 ), and (1-a. sin cp) decreases as a. and k approach 
unity as cp tends to Tf /2. 
z 
2. Complete Elliptic Integrals of the Third Kind 
The complete elliptic integral of the third kind, i. e. , 
1 




= \ 1 - a.2 
1
s in2 f) 
dfJ 
depends on the two parameters a. 2 and k. Considering only real 
values of a. 2 , the ranges of these parameters are 
Some special cases of a. 2 and k are as follows: 
a) k = 0; the integral can be integrated in closed form and is 
rr 1 a.2 < l 2 ~ 
n (a. 2, o) = 00 a.2 = 1 
;!< 
a.2 > 0 1 
b) k = l; rr (a. z, l) = 00 
c) a.2 = 0; rr (O, k} = K 
d) a.2 = ±k; Il(±k,k) 1 [rr+2(l 'fk}K] = 
4(1 =fk} 
e) a.2 = k2; rr (k2, k) E ---
1- k 2 
f) a.2 = l; Il(l,k} = 00 
The remainder of the values of a. 2 and 0 < k 2< 1 can be classified 
into four cases as shown in Fig. l. 
For a. 2 > 1, the integral is interpr eta ted by its Cauchy s principal 
value. 
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Figure 1 
The integral, II(a. 2 , k), can be evaluated in terms of elementary 
_,, 
functions and Heuman's Lambda function''' 
A (rp,k) =3_ {EF(rp,k') + K[E(rp,k')- F(rp,k')]} 
0 1T 
for the circular cases (I and II) or of the Jacobian Zeta function 
E Z(rp,k) = E(rp,k)- K F(rp,k) 
or KZ(rp,k) = KE(rp,k)- EF(rp,k) 
for the Hyperbolic cases (III and IV). 






The Lambda function and Zeta function as given in Eqs. (8) and 
(9a) are tabulated [5] or can readily be evaluated by using the methods 
described in Appendices A and B to calculate K, E, F(cp, k) and E(cp, k). 
easel: 0<-a. 2 <oo 
K- ~ a.zAo(l!J,k) 
2 Ja.z(l-a.Z}(a.2.-kZ) 
( 1 0) 
where 




(.t .-lt tJ = s1n 
1 - a. z 
( 13) 
It is obvious that less time is required to evaluate F(cp, k) 
and E(cp,k) when cp issmall. Since 
l.jJ < 13 when - k < a. 2 < 0 
and 
l.jJ > 13 when - oo < a.2 < - k 
II(a. 2 , k) is programmed by Eq. (10) in the first interval and 
by Eq. ( 12) in the second interval. 
Case II: k 2 < a. 2 < 1 
1T a.[ 1 - ~ (B, k)] 
=K+-
2 J ( a. z - kz ) ( 1 - a. z ) ( 14) 
where 
a · -1~-a.Z u = s1n 
1 - kz 
( 15) 
or 
a. ~ (€., k) 
where 
In the ranges 
k<a. 2 <l ()<€, 
and when 
k2 < a. 2 < k ' () > €. 
In the program, Eq. (14) is used for () < €. and Eq. (16) is 
used for () > €.. 
Case III: 0 < a. 2 < k 2 
where 
. -1 a. 
R. = s1n 
t-' k 
Case IV: l < a. 2 < oo 
TI(a.z,k)= _ a.KZ(A,k) 
v(a.z- l )(a.z- kz) 
where 
A = sin - 1 l 
a. 
The flow chart and the subroutine programmed in Fortran IV 
... 
language··· are presented in Appendix C . 
( 16) 






··· All programs in this report were written for the IBM 7090 Computer 
at Booth Computing Center, California Institute of Technology. 
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3. Incomplete Elliptic Integrals of the Third Kind 
The incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind 
cp 




l - a. 2 t 2 J (l - t 2 )( 1 - k 2 t 2 ) 
7 
(22) 
has one more parameter than the complete one and consequently is mor e 
complicated. In general, I1 (cp, a. 2 , k) can be classified as circular or 
hyperbolic, in the same way as the complete integral, however, in our 
subroutine, a different and more straightforward approach is taken. 
First, we shall consider the special cases which can be in-








k2 = 0; 
( "iT z )- 2 n 2 ,a. ,k -IT(a. ,k) 
IT(cp,O,k) = F(cp,k) 
-;:==1~ tan -l [ {1":;;2 tan cp] 
Jl-a.Z 











d) k = 1; 
II (cp ,a. 2 , 1) = 
sincp + {- log [ 1 + s~ncp] 
2 cos cp 1- s1ncp 
-
1
- [log (tan cp + sec cp) 
1- a.Z 
lo 11 + a. s~n cp I] g 1 -0. Sln cp 
1 [log (tan cp + sec cp) 
1- a.Z 
+ ~ tan -l ( J'la'ZT sin cp )] 
Il(cp,1,k) =[k' 2 F(cp,k)- E(cp,k) 
+tan cpJ1- k 2 sin2 cp ]kr-Z 
f) I kz . ] = lE(cp, k) _ smcp cos cp k' -z J1 - k 2 sin2 cp 
The remaining values of a. 2 , for 0 < k 2 < 1, and 0 < cp < rr/2 
can be divided into three regions, with two series expansione [5]. In 
the regions 
the series expansion is 
where 
00 
= \ b kzm L m ' 
m= 0 
sin2 me dO 























and the recurr ence r elation is 
1 
tan - 1 [ J1 -a. 2 tan cp] a. 2 < 1 (30) 
log Ja.2- 1 tan cp + 1 
Ja.z- 1 tan cp - 1 
a. 2 > l (31) 
[ 3a. 2 sin cp cos cp + 6 b - 3 ( 2 + a. 2 ) cp] 
0 
9 
2(m+l}a. 2 b +l= (2m+l+2ma. 2 }b +(l-2m)b 1 -(-)m ( -i) sin2 m-lcpcoscp m m m- m-1 
In the region I a. 2 1 < 1 , k 2 < 1 
a different series expansion is valid, 
Both series can be derived very eas ily. Th e series in Eq. (29) is obtained 
by expanding the quantity 
(1-k' sin'B)-} o I (;;t) (-k')m sin'me 
m =0 
and the series in Eq . (32) , by the above expansion times the geometric 
series expansion of 
00 
(1 -a. 2 sin2 e)- 1 = L (a. 2 sin2 e)j. 
j = 0 
Term by term integrations are th e n carrie d out for both expansions. 
The regions of validity of th e two series, with their overlapping 
region l > la. 2 i > k 2 are shown in Fig. 2. 
~ OVERLAPPING REGION -
-I - kz 0 kz I az axis 
CXl I CXl 
Series given by Eq . (32) 
-b. given by b. given by-
Eq. (30) Eq . (31) 
b. given by Eq . (30) 
Series given by Eq . ( 29) t----- Series given by Eq . (29) ----
Figure 2 
We have chosen to evaluate the integral in this common region by Eq. (29). 
For values of ({) and k such that k 2 sin2 ({) is near one, both series ex-
pans ions for IT(({) ,a. 2 , k) converge slowly and henc e certain addition 
formulae [5] ':'must be used to facilitate these calculations. These addi-





() = 2 tan -1 [ sin({) J1 -k
2 
sin2 f3 ± sin f3 J l-k2 sinz ({) ] 
cos (/) + cos f3 
() = cos -1 [cos<p cos f3 + sin<p sinf3 J(l-k2 sin2 <p) (l-k2 sin2 f3) J . 
l -k2 sin2 <p sin2 f3 
(34) 
(35) 
·'· .,. Some errors of sign for thes e formula e w e r e found in this r e fer e nce. 




Qb = ia. 2 _ 1 ~ (: 2 _ k2 ) 
Then for 
sin(/' sinf3 sine Ja. 2(l-a. 2) (a. 2-k2) ] 
sin2 e ±a. 2 sin(/' sinf3 cos e Jl-k2sin2 e 
tanh -1 [--....:.s....::.i::....n_:_(/'_s _in_!_f3_s_i_n_e___:J_a._2_!(a._2 _- _1 ~) ~(a.;::2=-=k:::::2===) ==::==e ] . 
l-a. 2sin2 e±a. 2sinqJ sinf3 cose Vl-k2 sin2 
-oo< a. 2< 0 Q = -Q a' 
0 < a.2 < k2 Q = Qb; 
k2 < a.2 < l Q = Q · a' 
l<a. 2 <oo Q = Q b 
In order to apply these formulae to our problem one must assign a value 
to f3' choose a sign and then calculate a e from the given (/} and k. 
The proper choic e of f3 and sign will produc e a e < qJ and hence th e 
series for rr(e ,a. 2 , k) will converge with f ewer terms than the series for 
Obviously the choice of f3 and th e sign is rather important. The 
minimum e occurs when f3 = lT I 4 and th e lower sign is chosen. Making 
this substitution and choosing Eq. (34) the more convenient form for e, 
th e addition formulae can b e written as 








Q = b 
[
sin cp ~ -J~ ( 1 -k2 sin2 cp) ] 
cos cp + ~ 
and Q is given by Eq. (38 ). 
This reduction in f) is illustrated in Fig. 3 where 8/cp is 
plotted as a function of cp for various values of k 2 . At first glance 
one might decide that the addition formula should be applied whenever 
cp > TT/4. It must be remembered, however, that whenever the addi-
tion formula is used the series for ll(TT/4 , a. 2 , k) must be evaluated 
as well as the one for n(fJ,a. 2 , k) and hence the combined number 
of terms required must be compared against the number of terms 














8 0 cp 10 20 30 60 
cp, DEGREES 







-I .4 L--------.1.....&----------------------------' 
Figure 3 . Variation of 8 /cp with cp for several values of the modulus k 2 . 
8 is calculated by Eq. (34 ). 
For values of k 2 very near one, the reduction in qJ is not 
sufficient to as sure fast convergence, and therefore repeated applica-
tion of the addition formula can be carried out. Let () be the final 
n 
value of 9 after the addition formula has been applied n times. Then 
the integral can be expressed as follows: 
where 
so that, 
Il(qJ,a. 2 , k) = nll(1T/4,a. 2 , k) +II(() ,a. 2 , k) + Q 
n 
_ [sinqJ Jf- )"Iz: ( 1-k2 sin2 qJ)] () = 2 tan 1 , 
1 
cos qJ +[f 
() = 
z [
sin() Jl- kz - )!:... ( 1- k 2 sin2 () } ] 
2 -1 1 2 2 1 ~n , 
cos () + !I 
1 v 2 
() = 2 tan -1 n- 1 V 1 - 2 2 n- 1 . [
sin() ' - ji ( 1- k 2 sinz () ) ] 
cos ()n-L +Ji n 






~ =);a}- l~:nz- kz) 
+ + . 
1 
[ ~ sinq> sin en Ja 2 (a2 - 1) (a.2 -k2 ) J l 
+ tanh- If J 2 . 2 · ] -nz (sirf e + L sinq> cos e 1-k Sln en) 
n 2 n 
Again Q is given by Eq, (38 ). 
Table I illustrates how well repeated application of the addition 
formula works for the most difficult cases exp e cted to be encountered. 
In this table values of e for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are shown for q> =- rr/2 
n 
and k 2 = 0 . 9990 and 0. 9999. 
Table I Reduction of the Ar g ume nt 
kz q> el e e3 e e 2 4 ~ 
0. 9990 rr/2 1.5392 1. 4820 1. 3518 1. 0499 0.4271 
0. 9999 TT/2 1. 56 08 1. 5425 1. 5008 l. 4015 1 . 1664 
___j 
Test runs were made with our program and the t o tal numbl' r o f 
terms were recorded for cases when the addition formula was used and 
when it was not used. We found that the least computer ti1n e r e sult e d 
if we used the addition formula for values of q> and k such that 
(46) 
15 
k sin cp> 0. 7 5. Furthermore, the addition formula is repeatedly used 
until k sine < 0.75. In this way we were able to calculate II(cp,a. 2 , k) 
n 
forallranges of a. 2 , la. 2 -k2 I>O . l,':<where O<cp<l.570 and 
0< k 2 < 0.999 using less than a total of 25 terms. 








Appendix A. Approximate functions for the complete elliptic integrals 
of the first and second kind. 
The complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, i.e. , 
K(k) (A. I) 
TT I 2. 
E(k) = s J,-l---k-2-sl-.n-2_8_ de 
0 
(A.2) 
where 0 ~ k 2 < l, can be calculated by the approximate functions [ 3] 
+ {b + b T} + b T} 2 + b T}3 + b T} 4 }log.!_ 




In these equations 
and the coefficients as given in Ref. [3] are 
a= 1.3862,9436,112 b = 0.5 
0 0 
a = 0 . 0966,6344,259 b = 0. 1249,8593,597 
1 1 
a = 0. 0359,0092,383 b = 0.0688,0248,576 
z z 
a = 0. 0374,2563,713 b = 0. 0332,8355,346 
3 3 
a = 0. 0145,1196,212 b = 0. 0044,1787,012 
4 4 
c = 0.4432,5141,463 d = 0. 2499,8368,310 
1 1 
c = 0. 0626, 0601' 220 d = 0. 0920,0180,037 
2 2 
c = 0. 0475,7383,546 d = 0.0406,9697,526 
3 3 
c = 0. 0173,6506,451 d = 0. 0052,6449,639 
4 4 
The error curves of these approximation functions are shown in 
Fig. A-1. 
1.0 X I 0- 8 
- 1.0 X I 0- 8 
Figure A -- 1. Error inK':' and E ,:, as a function of sin- 1k. This figure is 
given in Ref. [3], p 172. 
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The subroutines of these functions are not included since they are 
quite straightforward. 
Appendix B: The Evaluation of the Incomplete Elliptic Integrals of the 
First and Second Kind. 
The incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind 
F(rp, k) 
are evaluated by two types of series and some special formulae for the 
boundary condition cases. The reader may refer to Ref. 4 for detailed 
discussion of these series expansions. 
In the range 0 < j k sinrp I < tanh 1 = 0. 7615, 942 the series ex-
pansions are evaluated by the equations 
F(rp,k) (2n}! 
z2 n n! 2 
and 
00 
E(rp' k) = -I (2n)! 
n=O 
~.qJ 
k 2 n j sin2 n e d e 
0 




These formulae can be derived directly by the binomial expansion of the 
integrands of F(rp, k) and E(rp, k) in Eqs. (B.l ). Though these series 
are convergent for the entire range of qJ and k, their convergence is 
slow when lk sinq> l >tanh 1. A second set of series therefore is used 
to evaluate F(q>, k) and E(q>, k) in the range 
tanh l < lk sinq>l < l. 
These are presented in Ref. 4 and are 
F(tp,k) = ~ K' log [ 4 ] + lkl J 1-~ log [1+ lkxl] 
• J1-kz~+ lkl ~ 1-kzxz ---z--
~ ~ z 
lkl Vr:(:-1--~--;-:),...,(:-1---k•'~.......,.)I f;_"n
1
!;, (1-kz~)n I [ (2mt2)! J (k')zm-zn 
n = 0 nt . m = n + 1 zZmtz (mt I ) ! Z 
~ [ (Zn)! ] z 
n~1 zznn!Z m(Zm-1) 
where 




Our subroutine for F(cp, k) and E(cp, k) follows closely the one 
suggested in Ref. 4, pages ll to 14. The flow chart and a copy of the 
subroutine written in Fortran IV language for the IBM 7090 are given 
in Appendix C. 
The maximum number of terms required to yield six decimal 
places in the neighborhood of k sin cp =tanh 1 is nineteen terms for 
the first series method (Eqs. (B.2)), and fourteen terms for the sec-
ond method (Eqs. (B. 3 )). It should also be pointed out that even though 
Eqs. (B.3) are theoretically good in th e regions of k sin cp = 1, when 
k 2 sin2 cp exceeds 0.99 the number of significant figures is reduced. 
This loss in accuracy occurs becaus e the quantity 1- k 2 sin2 cp must 
be evaluated. 
A few words are also needed for the boundary condition cases: 
Case 1: k 2 near 0 
This presents no special problem since the first series (B.2) 
will converge rapidly. We have arbitrarily considered k 2 < l 0- 7 
to be equal to zero and hence only the first terms of the series in 
Eqs. (B.2) are required yielding 




!T(a2,k) • Eq.(l2) 
where 8 • Eq.(l3) 
Return 
.z < -k 
where 8• Eq.(l I) f---k<a2<0 1100 
D(a2,k) • Eq.(IO) ~
Return 
O(k2,kl • Eq.(6) 
Return 
M •1,3 
8~·----- M • 2 __i_ la2 - k21 s 10-4 
fl(a2,k) • Eq.(l4) 
where 8 • Eq.( 15) 
Return 
nla2,k) • Eq.(l6) 
where 8 • Eq.(l7) 
Return 
[J(a2 ,k) • Eq.(20) 
where 8 • E q.(21l 
Return 
M • I 




O(a2,k) = Eq.(l8) 
where 8 • Eq.(l9) 
Return 
nlf>,a2,kl • Eq.( 32) 
Return 






until ksin8n <0.75, 
then ITI8n ,a2,kl • Eq.(32) 
Return 
ENTER 
8--i O(O,i,kl=O Test 4> 4>•0---• 10 '------J . Return 
<i>JtO 
lt-a2 l ~0.1 
and --...-( 
>0.9999 k2 s 0.9 
)l-a2(<0.1 and (1-asin<l>l<!:I0-4 
or 
k2 > 0.9 and k sin 4> :S 0.9999 
8 
?-----1---- + • f 0< +< f ----..1. 20 
; <0 or 
•Pf 
n{f>,O,k) • Flr;,kl 
Return 
filf>,l,k) = Eq.(27) 
Return 
k sin; <0.75 
~ lazl< kz ---< k sin;< 0.75 >--- a2> I --e( 
k sin;> 0.75 
Addition formula Eq.(43) 
where. 
{ 
Eq.(46), a2 > 0 
Q• 
-Eq.(45), a2 <0 
until k sin8n < 0.75, 
then D (S,,a2,kl• Eq.(29). 
Return 
k2 < la21 < I or 
.. 2 <-I 
ksln; <0.75 
k sin;> 0.75 
DC<~o,a2,kl • Eq.(29) 
where b. • Eq.(30) 
Return 
D!-;, .. 2,1) = Eq.(26c) 
Return 
D(f>,a2,kl • Eq.(29l 
whefe b.• Eq.(31) 
Return 
Addition formula Eq.(43) 
where Q • Eq.(46) 
until k sin 8n < 0.75, 
then 0(8,.,ca2,k) • Eq,(29). 
Return 
Figure C-1. The flow chart of Subroutine PIX for calculation of the complete or incomplete 
elliptic integral of the third kir.d. The circled numbers in the flow chart refer 
to statement numbers in the pJgram listing in Fig. C -2. 
0.9999 < k2 s I 
Il(r;,I,Ol • ton f> 
Return 
R(.,c2,kl • Eq.(25el 
Return 
ll(f>,l,l) • Eq.(26a) 
Return 
F(cp, k) and E(cp, k) have the following series expansions [5] 
1n powers of k 12 
F(cp, k) = k ,zm p (cp) 
zm 
m = O 
where 
l+sinm 




1 1 1 + sin <p 
--z og cos<p 
p (cp) = - 1-[sinzm-l cp sec2 mcp+(l -2m)p (cp)] 
zm zm zm- z 
and 
00 
E(cp, k) = I(l)k'zm dzm (cp) 
m= 0 
where 
d (cp) = sincp 
0 
. 1 + sincp d (cp) = - smcp +log ___ ;__ 
oil cos <P 
d
4 
(cp) = ·H sin3 <P sec2 <p + 3 sincp - 3 log 1 ~:;~<P] 
d ( ) 1 [sinzm-l <p sec2 (m-l)m + (l-2m)d ( ) (cp)] 





Again we have arbitrarily considered 10- 7 our criterion for 
zero. That is we have taken lk' 2 l~ 10- 7 to be k' 2 = 0 or jl.O-k2 j~ 10-7 
to be the same as k 2 = 1. 0 so that F and E are r epr es en ted by their 
first terms in Eqs. (B.4) giving 
F(<p, 1) = log (tan <p + seccp) 
and 
E(<p, 1) = sin cp 
The flow chart and Fortran IV program are given in Appendix C. 
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Appendix C . The most frequently used symbols in the subroutine list-



























Il(cp,a. 2 ,k) or I1 (a. z' k) 
Allowable error 
Accuracy or error indicator - (output) 
M = l, less than four figure accuracy or 
error return due to non-convergence, over-
flow or illegal parameter in argument 
M= 2, six figure accuracy 
M = 3, four to six figure accuracy 
Indicator in subroutine PIX - (output) 
I= 0, () , F, and E were not calculated 
I= l, 0, F(O,k') and E(O,k') were calculated 
I= 2, (), F(O, k) and E(O , k) were calculated 
24 
b) Indicator in subroutine ELLI - (input) 
I= l, both F and E to be calculated 
I=2, calculate E only 
I= 3, calculate F only 
Figures C-I and C-2 are the flow chart and Fortran IV listing for 
the subroutine which calculates IT(a. 2 ,k) or IT(q~,a. 2 ,k) the complete or 
incomplete elliptic integral of the third kind. The circled numbers in 
Fig. C -1 refer to statement numbers in the program listing given in 
Fig. C-2. 
Six figure accuracy is guaranteed except when II- a. 2 I< O.I or 
k 2 > 0 . 9 and at least four figure accuracy is guaranteed when II- a. sinq~l 
~ 0. 0001 and k sinq~~ 0. 9999. The accuracy indicator M is set as des-
cribed above and a message is printed whenever the accuracy is less 
than six figures. 
If ksinq~ isgreaterthan0.75or ql=tr/2 themethodsoutlinedin 
the text cannot calculate IT(a. 2 ,k) or IT(q~,a. 2 ,k) to six figures when 
la. 2 - k 2 1 ~ O.I or to four figures when la. 2 - k 2 1 ~ 0. 000 I, because accuracy 
is lost in calculating the quantity a. 2 - k 2 . Therefore, our program trans-
fers control to statement number lOI using Eq. (32), without the addi-
tion formulae for both integrals whenever Ia. 2 - k 2 I is less than or 
equal to 0. 1 and M = 2 (six figure accuracy); thus the quantity a. 2 - k 2 
need not be evaluated. When la. 2 - k 2 ~~ 0. 0001 and no more than four 
figure accuracy is required (M =I or M = 3), a. 2 is considered to be 
the same as k 2 so that 
II (q~, a. 2 , k) = II (q~, k 2 , k) 
25 
or 
IT(n 2 , k) = IT(k2 , k). 
The remaining deviation from the text is the case when cp = Tr/2, M = 3 
and 0. 000 l < \n2.- k 2 j < 0.1 . For this case better accuracy is obtained if 
IT(n 2 , k) is calculated as a special case of th e incompl e t e integral. 
The flow chart and Fortran IV listing for the subroutine which 
calculates the incomple te elliptic integrals of the first and second kind 
are given in Figs. C-3 and C-4 respectively. As above , the circled 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































For Figures C -3 and C -4 the c:aptionu Bhould be interchanged. 
Figure C-3. The flow chart of Subroutine ELLI for calculation of the 
incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds. 
The circled numbers in the flow chart refer to statement 
numbers in the program listing in Fig. C-4. 






IF I .QOO OOO l.l T .SK .. ANO.SK.LT •• 999999901 GO TO 25 
IFISK.L E •• OOOOOOl) GO TO 20 
lffABSCKK-l.OJ.LE •• OOOOOO ll GO TO 23 
1~ WRITEI6,31 
3 FORMAT 17H K GT 11 
M•1 
RETURN 








F"'AlOGI SP/ t COS I PHI I I +1. 0 / I COS I PHI I I) 
10 CALL OVERFUMI 
JFIH.ECI.ll WRITEI6 1 41 
4 FORMATI17H OVERFLOW IN ELLII 
RETURN 
25 IF C. OOOOOOt.l T . PHI .AND. PHI.l T .1. 5707960 l 
JFIAB S IPHli.LE •• OOOOOO ll GO TO 41 
IFIABSIPHJ-1.57079631.LE •• 0000003) GO TO 
40 WRITE (6,51 







44 CALL ELIPTIXK,F,E 1 MI 
RETURN 
46 SP:SJNIPHI I 
AKP=XK•SP 





CP.-COS I PHI I 
















GO TO 162,61,621, I 
62 IF lABS CTCF I. LE. TOL I GO TO 65 
GO TO 64 







6 FORMATI19H ELLB NOT CONVERGED) 
RETURN 
65 f:zPHI+f 
bb E=PH I +E 
GO TO 10 
45 A=XK •CO SIPHI I 
82-"' 1. 0-AKP •AKP 
IFI82. GE •• 05 1 GO TO 48 
1FIB2.LT •• 00051 GO TO 47 
WRIT E I b, l I 
1 FORMATI32H F AND EAT LEAST 4 FIG.ACCURACYI 
M•J 
UO TO 49 
47 WRITEI 6,2 l 













XI • . 5 
XJz . 25•PKS 




S 1 ,.XM-XJ•Xl 
S2=XN- . 25 •PK S 
SJzXJ 
54= . 75•XJ 
00 200 J=2 t 100 
N• J 
TN •2 •J 
C1 :TN-1.0 
C2zC1/TN 









XMz I XM-AB•X 1/ TN l •C l •C4 
XN: I XN-CN I•C4•C 2 
Ol ::o: XM-XJ•XL 





GO 10 190,91,90) 
" IF IABSIDll .LE. lOU 
GO ro 200 
IF IABSI0 2 I .LE. TOLl 
CONTINUE 
M• 1 






210 F= I 1.0+ 53 1 •ABL+AOB•ALOG I. 5+ .5•AKPI +51 
IF(I. EQ.3 1 RETURN 
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